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A body found lying near a stream in a small country town,
investigators must solve a homicide in their homeland, and
are hampered with a code four confidential interference
whenever they are close to solving.
If you're looking for a straightforward, practical, no-nonsense
guide to scriptwriting that will hold your hand right the way
through the process, read on! The Raindance Writers' Lab
guides you through the tools that enable you to execute a
strong treatment for a feature and be well on the way to the
first draft of your script. Written by the creator of the
Raindance Film Festival himself, Elliot Grove uses a handson approach to screenwriting based on his many years of
experience teaching the subject for Raindance training. He
uses step-by-step processes illustrated with diagrams and
charts to lend a visual structure to the teaching. Techniques
are related to real-life examples throughout, from low budget
to blockbuster films. The Companion Website contains
interviews with British writers and directors as well as a handy
series of legal contracts, video clips and writing exercises. In
this brand new 2nd edition, Grove expands on his story
structure theory, as well as how to write for the internet and
short films. The website also contains sample scripts and
legal contracts, a writing exercise illustrated with a video clip,
a folder full of useful hyperlinks for research, and a demo
version of Final Draft screenwriting software.
Need a replacement body part? No problem with all the
specialized cloning labs in the Milky Way galaxy. Rita King,
commander of the Junkyard Dog, believes in the
practice–except when it comes to her own body. She
reluctantly agrees to visit Omega Lab, knowing she needs to
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be in top form to face her enemies on Mars Base. Her blind
eyes put her at too great a disadvantage. Time for new ones.
No one expects what happens next. Omega Lab, the twelfth
book in the Junkyard Dog series, takes the reader inside the
wonders–and darkest perils–of a cloning lab built deep inside
a meteorite.
Wendi Fox Pedicone became a cancer statistic in August
2004 when she was diagnosed with advanced stage breast
cancer. With a tremendous amount of support, she triumphed
over the disease. Her book, Hanging Out With Lab Coats,
chronicles her journey as she shares her personal story and
passes along helpful resource information she gathered along
the way.
Father Griff looks into a murder.
When a fifteen-year-old babysitter and the toddler entrusted
to hercare vanish from their sleepy sub-urban town, Maddy
Blake -- like the rest of Taylorsville -- is horrified. When the
teenager turns up dead and the baby is nowhere to be found,
Maddy's once tranquil life is shattered. Her husband becomes
the prime suspect for this heinous crime, having only recently
been acquitted of sexual misconduct charges brought by one
of his teenage students. Plagued by doubts of her husband's
innocence, tortured by a growing attraction to her priest, and
disconcerted by the grim strangers to whom she has opened
her home, Maddy realizes too late that she is inmortal danger.
Forensics and BiotechnologyLab Manual

In this suspense thriller, a small group of Federal
bureaucrats plans to overthrow the United States
government from within. Country lawyer Cameron Scott
unwittingly discovers the conspiracy while investigating
the mysterious death of a criminal client. Cameron's
pursuit of the case leads him down a twisted path of
danger and betrayal after he discovers that the coup may
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start in his home town of Riverport, North Carolina. The
nightmare worsens as a category five hurricane bears
down on Riverport and the group's assassins bear down
on Cameron. Follow Cameron as he fights the darker
sides of man and nature trying to save himself, his town,
and his country.
Teenagers Ryan and Meagan have just left Texas to
follow their father to Maryland where he has landed a job
with a pharmaceutical lab. Less than thrilled about their
new home, Ryan and Meagan soon discover that life is
full of more unexpected surprises when they learn the
pharmaceutical company is engaged in questionable
practices and the lab is sitting on an old government
compound used for radioactive testing. Meanwhile in
Tibet, teens Choden and Dorje are captives of a cruel lab
experiment where they are being injected with an
unknown substance. After they finally manage to escape,
they, along with Meagan and Ryan, begin to realize they
have special abilities. While an evil force watches and
waits, their two worlds intertwine, brought together by
their common bond. When the four teens finally unite in a
Tibetan palace, they summon help from monks to help
them battle the evil force and hopefully put it to rest. Now
only time will tell if they will be able to stop what was
started hundreds of years ago, before it is too late for all
of them. In this thought-provoking adventure, four Indigo
teens brought together by fate must summon help from
Tibetan monks to combat an evil force.
It was a person after all, but she was suspended in midair. Abi’s heart began to thump against her ribcage as
the full horror of what she was seeing became apparent.
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Her shrill scream pierced the silence, startling birds into
taking flight. ‘Help me!’ she cried. ‘Somebody please
help!’ When beautiful and bright Hannah is late for their
morning run, her best friend Abi thinks nothing of it.
Hannah isn’t always that reliable – she’s probably just
overslept. But as Abi runs through the woods, following
the same route she always does, she is greeted by a
horrifying sight: Hannah’s body, swaying in the breeze.
Detective Rachel Hart is called to the scene. Something
seems wrong from the start. Hannah’s friends and
family insist that she had everything to live for, and no
one has a bad word to say about her. But when murder
is confirmed, and Rachel starts digging, she soon
realises that there were plenty of people with reason to
want Hannah dead. Then a second woman is found
strangled in the same wood, and everything Rachel
thought is thrown into doubt. Is there a serial killer at
work? Rachel is determined to find answers before
another life is lost – all the time unaware that the killer’s
sights are focussed firmly on her. Can Rachel unravel
the deadly game before she walks into a trap? A
breathtakingly twisty thriller for fans of Rachel Abbott,
Cara Hunter and Angela Marsons. What readers are
saying about Why She Died: ‘Excellent thriller making
the reader hold his/her breath!… Brilliant!… I could not put
the book down until I had finished it!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ????? ‘We were hit with twist after twist, truly
keeping you on your toes… I devoured this book in one
sitting… a thrilling read.’ Hannah May Book Reviews,
???? ‘Loved this book! I couldn’t put it down!… a fastpaced book that I thoroughly enjoyed!’ NetGalley
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Reviewer, ????? ‘Fantastic… love the series and Rachel
Hart… a fast-paced thriller with plenty of twists and turns…
I just can't speak highly enough of this book and a very
worthy five stars.’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? ‘Very
gripping… just brilliant’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘In
my top 10… kept me guessing from start to finish with a
great twist at the end.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ???? ‘Boy
what a read. Full of suspects, misdirection and a great
twist at the end… a top-notch crime thriller… A welldeserved five stars and so Highly Recommended.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘The best yet… a pacey
police procedural that will keep the reader emotionally
engaged and invested’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????
‘Intriguing and addictive. Once I started, it was almost
impossible to stop. The author has a great writing style
and is a wonderful storyteller.’ B for Bookreview, ?????
‘This series just gets better and better!… awesome… a
fast, exciting read!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ?????
Crime Lab Report compiles the most relevant and
popular articles that appeared in this ongoing periodical
between 2007 and 2017. Articles have been categorized
by theme to serve as chapters, with an introduction at
the beginning of each chapter and a description of the
events that inspired each article. The author concludes
the compilation with a reflection on Crime Lab Report,
the retired periodical, and the future of forensic science
as the 21st Century unfolds. Intended for forensic
scientists, prosecutors, defense attorneys and even
students studying forensic science or law, this
compilation provides much needed information on the
topics at hand. Presents a comprehensive look ‘behind
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the curtain’ of the forensic sciences from the viewpoint
of someone working within the field Educates
practitioners and laboratory administrators, providing
talking points to help them respond intelligently to
questions and criticisms, whether on the witness stand or
when meeting with politicians and/or policymakers
Captures an important period in the history of forensic
science and criminal justice in America
How do you communicate with your government? When
do you trade your values for theirs? What is the trade off
for the American Dream? This is one person's account of
his struggle to substantiate the realities he has
experienced; to those that would expect him to submit to
theirs.
Youth ends. Security ends. Life ends. But not everyone
accepts it. In these stories, six women come to the end
of their old lives, with no plans for the new one. Brooke
hopes that a facelift will fix her now-ordinary life. Inez
wants to stop her husbands strange transformation.
Cady cant seem to pull herself together as her home and
husband slip rapidly away. They must move ontheir
comfortable former lives no longer an option.
Many extraordinary female scientists, doctors, and
engineers tasted independence and responsibility for the
first time during the First World War. How did this
happen? Patricia Fara reveals how suffragists, such as
Virginia Woolf's sister, Ray Strachey, had already
aligned themselves with scientific and technological
progress, and that during the dark years of war they
mobilized women to enter conventionally male domains
such as science and medicine. Fara tells the stories of
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women such as: mental health pioneer Isabel Emslie,
chemist Martha Whiteley, a co-inventor of tear gas, and
botanist Helen Gwynne Vaughan. Women were now
carrying out vital research in many aspects of science,
but could it last? Though suffragist Millicent Fawcett
declared triumphantly that 'the war revolutionised the
industrial position of women. It found them serfs, and left
them free', the outcome was very different. Although
women had helped the country to victory and won the
vote for those over thirty, they had lost the battle for
equality. Men returning from the Front reclaimed their
jobs, and conventional hierarchies were re-established
even though the nation now knew that women were fully
capable of performing work traditionally reserved for
men. Fara examines how the bravery of these pioneer
women scientists, temporarily allowed into a closed
world before the door clanged shut again, paved the way
for today's women scientists. Yet, inherited prejudices
continue to limit women's scientific opportunities.
Jack Locke was an Army Intelligence expert and a
criminal investigator. In 2050, scientists learn how to
extend life by five hundred years, but the technology also
opens the way for race-based genocide and genetic
engineering. Struggling to deal with his tragic past, he
finds himself trying to stop the President from using DNAbased biological warfare to cull an over populated world.
Locke must protect the world from a technology that
aimed to help, but could change what makes us human.
Time to Die is an exciting story filled with unexpected
twists as Jack Locke sets right the wrongs of the world.
Also by SD Tanner Books in Navigator Navigator Boxset
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(Books 1-4) Books in Bombardier Bombardier Trilogy
Books in WarriorSR WarriorSR Trilogy Books in Dead
Force Dead Force Books 1-3 The Hunter Wars series
Books in Hunter Wars Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 1-3)
Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 4-6) Books in Eden Lost
Trilogy Eden Lost Trilogy Standalone Books Time to Die
Twisted Daze Website: http://www.sdtanner.com Twitter:
@SDTanner1 Facebook: www.facebook.com/sdtanner9
#1 New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb
presents three In Death stories that spotlight Lieutenant
Eve Dallas doing what she does best: solving crime with
skill, integrity, and passion—together in one volume for
the first time. ETERNITY IN DEATH A seductive killer is
luring in victims with a promise of the impossibleimmortality. Eve Dallas must strip away the fantasy to
catch the coldhearted madman. RITUAL IN DEATH Eve
is plunged into the violent aftermath of a ritualistic
murder-and into the mind of an alleged witness who can't
remember a thing to save his life. MISSING IN DEATH
When a woman disappears from a New York City ferry,
it's a case that only Eve Dallas can solve— because the
woman didn't jump, and yet she's not on board.
Pet sitter Daphne Templeton has a soft spot for every
stray and misfit who wanders into the quaint, lakeside
village of Sylvan Creek. But even Daphne doesn’t like
arrogant, womanizing Steve Beamus, the controversial
owner of Blue Ribbon K-9 Academy. When Steve turns
up dead during a dog agility trial, Daphne can think of a
long list of people with motives for homicide, and so can
the police. Unfortunately, at the top of the list is
Daphne’s sister, Piper—Steve’s latest wronged
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girlfriend. Certain that Piper is innocent, in spite of
mounting evidence to the contrary, Daphne sets out to
clear her sister’s name—and find Axis, Steve’s prizewinning chocolate Labrador, who went missing the night
of Steve’s death. Aided by Socrates, her taciturn basset
hound, and a hyperactive one-eared Chihuahua named
Artie, Daphne quickly runs afoul of Detective Jonathan
Black, a handsome and enigmatic newcomer to town,
who has no appreciation for Daphne’s unorthodox
sleuthing. Can a free-spirited pet sitter, armed only with a
Ph.D. in Philosophy and her two incompatible dogs, find
the real killer before she becomes the next victim?
Includes recipes for homemade dog treats! “When
murder is unleashed in the idyllic town of Sylvan Creek,
it’s up to spunky pet sitter Daphne and her darling duo
of misfit mutts to catch the killer. A doggone charming
read from start to finish!” —Cleo Coyle, New York Times
bestselling author
Former US tunnel rat Richard Trenor - disfigured in the
war, but left with strange gifts as a result - is summoned
back to Vietnam by Thanh, the son of an old friend, to
find the man who killed Thanh's eight-year-old sister.
Trenor's quest for justice will not only cause him to cross
paths with two other Americans - one a cold-blooded
assassin, the other a bloodthirsty madman - but also a
tormented ghost, and an infestation of living evil.
Spanning fifty years, The American is a gritty crime
thriller laced with the supernatural, set in a vividly
rendered Vietnam.
Love, Lies & Lab Coats brings a unusual group of people
together at their place of employment, The South Hill
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Medical Center in Spokane, Washington. An egocentric
Surgeon; a brilliant Medical Technologist, an insecure coworker mending a broken heart, two parking lot
attendants from divergent backgrounds, a high priced
call girl, a talented chef who overindulges on junk food ,
a mountain woman hiding from her past, and a sick child,
take us on a wonderful journey. They share stories that
we will recognize as our own or help teach us something
new. These dissimilar characters tackle some difficult yet
realistic, everyday issues, through social commentary
and soul searching. Some will help us take a step back
and hopefully a look within. The road to love,
forgiveness, redemption, self acceptance and awareness
can be long, discouraging, arduous and extremely
challenging. However, these rather colorful characters
offer a little something for everyone. So many issues we
would prefer to ignore or forget, grab us right in the
middle of a love story that develops between an unlikely
pair. As the story unravels, they weave their way through
their trials and tribulations and will keep you wanting
more as they find a place in your heart. I hope you enjoy
the ride!
Features 10 investigations that use biotechnology
techniques to solve real-world problems. Lab activities
emphasize the use of scientific inquiry as a way of
thinking and problem solving while relating scientific
processes to technological and societal issues.
The five heartbreaking and radiant stories in John
Fulton's The Animal Girl explore the awkwardness of
situations in which grief and erotic love collide. Here are
people in extremis, struggling mightily, and often failing,
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to keep it together. In the Pushcart Prize--winning
"Hunters," Fulton contrasts the humorous clumsiness of
dating with the grim realities of death in the tale of a
middle-aged woman who keeps her cancer a secret
when she starts a relationship with an avid hunter. In the
novella-length title story, a lonely adolescent girl deals
with the recent loss of her mother and the alien presence
of her father's new girlfriend by taking out her aggression
on her boss and on the animals she cares for in her
summer job at a research laboratory. The final story in
the collection, "The Sleeping Woman," delves into the
inner life of Evelyn, a divorced professional woman who
falls in love with Russell, a man whose wife is
permanently brain damaged and has been unresponsive
for years. The ghostly presence of Russell's wife haunts
Evelyn as she discovers how her lover has been scarred
by his misfortune and searches for ways they might build
a long-term relationship in the wake of personal tragedy.
These powerful stories approach the often
sentimentalized subject of romance with tenderness and
insight into the heart-worn perspective of characters who
have failed at love in the past. In lucid, revelatory prose,
Fulton navigates the complexity of both mid-life courtship
and adolescent rage with humor and intelligence.
Teens live in a complicated world. They are constantly
bombarded by messages from their friends, parents,
teachers, the internet, and their churches, and not all of
these messages agree or line up with each other. How
do students figure out who to listen to? How do they
figure out what is true? Inklings on Philosophy and
Worldview will show teens practical ways to filter out the
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wrong messages and focus on what is real. Using
teachings from highly respected, loved, and well-known
writers, teacher Matthew Dominguez will show teens the
power of story as he guides them through a study of
world religions, philosophies, and worldview, and gives
them a firm foundation to stand on as they prepare to
face the world.
On the edge of the Everglades, an eerie crime scene
sets off an investigation that sends two agents deep into
a world of corrupted faith, greed and deadly secrets. A
ritualistic murder on the side of a remote road brings in
the Florida state police. Special Agent Amy Larson has
never seen worse, and there are indications that this
killing could be just the beginning. The crime draws the
attention of the FBI in the form of Special Agent Hunter
Forrest, a man with insider knowledge of how violent
cults operate, and a man who might never be able to
escape his own past. The rural community is devastated
by the death in their midst, but people know more than
they are saying. As Amy and Hunter join forces, every
lead takes them further into the twisted beliefs of a
dangerous group that will stop at nothing to see their will
done. Doomsday preppers and small-town secrets
collide in this sultry, twisty page-turning thriller.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of
modern medicine and bioethics—and, indeed, race
relations—is refracted beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE FROM HBO® STARRING OPRAH
WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE OF THE “MOST
INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING” (LITHUB), AND
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“BEST” (THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF
THE DECADE • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST
IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS
• WINNER OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND
PRIZE FOR NONFICTION NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book
Review • Entertainment Weekly • O: The Oprah
Magazine • NPR • Financial Times • New York •
Independent (U.K.) • Times (U.K.) • Publishers Weekly •
Library Journal • Kirkus Reviews • Booklist • Globe and
Mail Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know
her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer
who worked the same land as her slave ancestors, yet
her cells—taken without her knowledge—became one of
the most important tools in medicine: The first
“immortal” human cells grown in culture, which are still
alive today, though she has been dead for more than
sixty years. HeLa cells were vital for developing the polio
vaccine; uncovered secrets of cancer, viruses, and the
atom bomb’s effects; helped lead to important advances
like in vitro fertilization, cloning, and gene mapping; and
have been bought and sold by the billions. Yet Henrietta
Lacks remains virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked
grave. Henrietta’s family did not learn of her
“immortality” until more than twenty years after her
death, when scientists investigating HeLa began using
her husband and children in research without informed
consent. And though the cells had launched a
multimillion-dollar industry that sells human biological
materials, her family never saw any of the profits. As
Rebecca Skloot so brilliantly shows, the story of the
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Lacks family—past and present—is inextricably connected
to the dark history of experimentation on African
Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal battles
over whether we control the stuff we are made of. Over
the decade it took to uncover this story, Rebecca
became enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks
family—especially Henrietta’s daughter Deborah.
Deborah was consumed with questions: Had scientists
cloned her mother? Had they killed her to harvest her
cells? And if her mother was so important to medicine,
why couldn’t her children afford health insurance?
Intimate in feeling, astonishing in scope, and impossible
to put down, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
captures the beauty and drama of scientific discovery, as
well as its human consequences.
A brand-new book in the Antiques & Collectibles series
by New York Times bestselling author Ellery Adams and
Parker Riggs. Molly Appleby has promised her new
husband that their honeymoon will be troublefree—specifically, no sleuthing. Unfortunately, trouble
seems to follow Molly wherever she goes, even to
England. After a glorious week in London, the
newlyweds have escaped the city to visit Molly’s greataunt in the quaint English village of Marlow Crossing.
The setting is idyllic, as beautiful and serene as Molly
could hope for, but as the talented reporter and senior
staff writer for Collector’s Weekly knows, appearances
can be deceiving. And when a local woman turns up
poisoned to death, Molly’s convinced there’s more to
the story than meets the eye. Putting her honeymoon on
hold, Molly agrees to help local inspector Devon Boyle
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with the case, especially since the sleepy village
presents such a small number of suspects. But when two
of them go missing and the tragic death of another
woman comes to light, Molly realizes she’s up against a
much more sinister criminal than she thought. Untangling
a web of lies and deceit as she searches for a motive
and a murderer won’t be easy, but Molly’s determined
to put all of her detective skills to use to catch a killer
before her trip, and her life, are brought to a sudden end.
This book introduces and explores a new genre, lab lit.
Essays both discuss lab lit novels using a variety of
analytical approaches as well as provide a theoretical
framework to explore the social and literary backgrounds
of the genre.
After Pamela Barnes discovers her department's star
researcher strangled to death in the computer lab, she is
determined to find the killer. Unfortunately, her
aggressive attempts to solve the crime lead her into
danger, and she ultimately finds herself in a face-to-face
confrontation with the killer.
A “beautifully written” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review)
memoir-manifesto from the first female director of the
National Science Foundation about the entrenched
sexism in science, the elaborate detours women have
take to bypass the problem, and how to fix the system. If
you think sexism thrives only on Wall Street or
Hollywood, you haven’t visited a lab, a science
department, a research foundation, or a biotech firm.
Rita Colwell is one of the top scientists in America: the
groundbreaking microbiologist who discovered how
cholera survives between epidemics and the former
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head of the National Science Foundation. But when she
first applied for a graduate fellowship in bacteriology, she
was told, “We don’t waste fellowships on women.” A
lack of support from some male superiors would lead her
to change her area of study six times before completing
her PhD. A Lab of One’s Own is an “engaging”
(Booklist) book that documents all Colwell has seen and
heard over her six decades in science, from sexual
harassment in the lab to obscure systems blocking
women from leading professional organizations or
publishing their work. Along the way, she encounters
other women pushing back against the status quo,
including a group at MIT who revolt when they discover
their labs are a fraction of the size of their male
colleagues. Resistance gave female scientists special
gifts: forced to change specialties so many times, they
came to see things in a more interdisciplinary way, which
turned out to be key to making new discoveries in the
20th and 21st centuries. Colwell would also witness the
advances that could be made when men and women
worked together—often under her direction, such as when
she headed a team that helped to uncover the source of
anthrax used in the 2001 letter attacks. A Lab of One’s
Own is “an inspiring read for women embarking on a
career or experiencing career challenges” (Library
Journal, starred review) that shares the sheer joy a
scientist feels when moving toward a breakthrough, and
the thrill of uncovering a whole new generation of female
pioneers. It is the science book for the #MeToo era,
offering an astute diagnosis of how to fix the problem of
sexism in science—and a celebration of women pushing
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back.
The explosively passionate new Deadly Ops novel from
Katie Reus, the New York Times bestselling author of
Edge of Danger. After being wounded in action, NSA
agent Nathan Ortiz comes home to Miami, eager to
return to duty. But he doesn't expect his newest mission
to lead him straight to the one woman he loved, lost, and
has never gotten over. A beautiful, successful
restaurateur, Amelia Rios enjoys giving back to her
community, especially to struggling women. Then a
woman she recently hired stops showing up for work,
and, unfortunately, she isn’t the first to go missing. Soon
Amelia finds herself thrust into a shadowy, dark world,
working side by side with Nathan, the only man she’s
ever loved. They must confront old feelings as they battle
a ruthless enemy preying on the poor and weak. The
heat simmering between Nathan and Amelia could mean
a second chance for them—but first they have to survive.
Jessica Fletcher must catch an artistic killer in this
mystery in the USA Today bestselling Murder, She
Wrote series... Cozy Cabot Cove, Maine, has a country
luncheonette, but not much high culture. Mystery author
Jessica Fletcher is the only writer in residence, but the
renovation of the local Worrell mansion into an art colony
may bring scores of artistic people to town. No one,
however, expected a creative killer. The posh retreat
offers struggling aritsts a European spa, psychiatry, and
even hypnotism. But soon the retreat begins to look like
a health hazzard. A suicide attempt and a brutal murder
quickly arouse the sheriff's attention—and Jessica's. And
when an old friend mysteriously disappears, Jessica
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fears a twisted genius is at work writing a scenario for
murder—putting Jessica's own life on the line.
National Bestseller Winner of the National Book Critics
Circle Award for Autobiography A New York Times
Notable Book Geobiologist Hope Jahren has spent her
life studying trees, flowers, seeds, and soil. Lab Girl is
her revelatory treatise on plant life—but it is also a
celebration of the lifelong curiosity, humility, and passion
that drive every scientist. In these pages, Hope takes us
back to her Minnesota childhood, where she spent hours
in unfettered play in her father’s college laboratory. She
tells us how she found a sanctuary in science, learning to
perform lab work “with both the heart and the hands.”
She introduces us to Bill, her brilliant, eccentric lab
manager. And she extends the mantle of scientist to
each one of her readers, inviting us to join her in
observing and protecting our environment. Warm,
luminous, compulsively readable, Lab Girl vividly
demonstrates the mountains that we can move when
love and work come together. Winner of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science/Subaru
Science Books & Film Prize for Excellence in Science
Books Finalist for the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award One of the Best Books of the Year: The
Washington Post, TIME.com, NPR, Slate, Entertainment
Weekly, Newsday, Minneapolis Star Tribune, Kirkus
Reviews
Desy was a unique chimera, part Organic, part Genetic.
She had been created in a lab, and looked nothing like
her family. She grew up listening to her brothers tell a
family legend that had been handed down through many
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generations. A story that she was not part of. The legend
promised that someday a brilliant orb of light would
appear. And, on that day a mystical transformation would
take place. A selected ancestor of the ancient past would
find a special person, and together they would travel to a
place beyond tomorrow. Now, Desy's world was about to
come to an end. It had been abused for too many
generations, and there was no longer any hope for a
future. As Desy sat and cried under a scraggly tree, she
unknowingly wrapped her fingers around a shiny stone
fragment. Suddenly, her world spun and disappeared,
leaving her swirling inside a purple mist. When she
stopped spinning, she found herself somewhere just
beyond tomorrow.
This third book in the Nikki Barnes Mystery series opens
with a treacherous serial killer terrorizing the campus
community of St. David University. Reverend Nikki
Barnes enters the case when an overdose of GHB, the
date rape drug, results in the death of one of her
students. She immediately joins with her old friend,
Police Sergeant Max Mullen, and his new, unpopular
partner, Detective Ana Ramos, as they try to track down
the attacker. Nikki's perceived interference in the case
becomes a deadly challenge to the perpetrator. The
action twists and turns until Nikki learns a truly evil
person can hurt you more by hurting someone
"YA science fiction at its best." - Jay Kristoff, New York
Times bestselling author of The Aurora Cycle and
Illuminae "A unique and engrossing yarn." - Pierce
Brown, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Red
Rising Saga From acclaimed Morris finalist Len Vlahos
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comes a grounded sci-fi story about a boy who's more
than human, perfect for fans of Westworld and
LIFEL1K3. Quinn thinks he's a normal fifteen year-old.
He plays video games, spends time with his friends, and
crushes on a girl named Shea. But a shocking secret
brings his entire world crashing down: he's not a boy.
He's artificial intelligence. After Quinn "wakes up," he
sees his world was nothing more than a virtual construct.
He's the QUantum INtelligence Project, the first fullyaware A.I. in the world--part of a grand multi-billion-dollar
experiment led by the very man he believed to be his
dead father. But as Quinn encounters the real world for
the first time, his life becomes a nightmare. While the
scientists continue to experiment on him, Quinn must
come to grips with the truth: his mom and brother don't
exist. His friends are all adults who were paid to hang out
with him. Even other super computers aren't like him.
Quinn finds himself completely alone--until he bonds with
Shea, the real girl behind the virtual one. As Quinn
explores what it means to truly live, he questions who he
can trust. What will it take to win his freedom . . . and
where does he belong? Award-winning author Len
Vlahos offers a perfect blend of science fiction and
contemporary in this unputdownable, high stakes tale
that explores big questions about what it means to be
human.
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